
 

Master Class CEV : 

Stephane CANET 

Welcome to this beach volleyball master class produced on behalf of the European Beach 
Volley Confederation, the CEV. 

My Name is Stephane Canet I am the Director of the Pole Espoir program in the city of 
Montpellier, a youth training program for those who will be 20 years old for the Paris 
2024 Olympic Games. 

Location of filming In the beautiful venue of Montpellier Beach Volley : 

 www.montpellierbeachvolley.fr 
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Phase 1 : "How to build a Side-Out ». 

My approach is to implement a progression from each individual action to collective 
collaboration, illustrated today with the individual pass, set and attack towards the Side-Out. 

Receiving+ setting From individual to collective mindset  
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o Phase Collective: Sideout  
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Phase 2 : Offensive techniques  

DEFENSIVE SITUATION: BLOCK / DEFENSE 


Generally speaking, amongst experienced teams, athletes specialise themselves in 
blocking or defending. 

According to the basic conven;ons on how to call block inten;ons,  the athlete puts 
their hands in their back:  

• the le? hand represents the zone blocked for the le? aAacker  

• the right hand, the zone blocked for the right aAacker.  

It is crucial the blocker and the defender communicate on the zone that will be covered 
at the net
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DEFENSE

Generally, the blocker chooses to cover the line : o?en called by one finger or the 
diagonal called by two fingers. 

It is then up to the defender to posi;on themselves in the zone that is not defended by 
their partner in order to dig or to defend a feint aAack above the blocked zone.  

When one serves being the defender, it is important to see our partner’s call, because it 
sets the zone of the court one is responsible for. 

It is admiAed to prepare for the most likely aAacks, according to the informa;on from 
the blocker’s call.  

The game record provides informa;on on what is likely to happen on the opponent’s 
side. And then a game of influence can begin between the two teams… 
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Phase 3 : GAME SITUATIONS  

Game situa;ons enable teaching tac;cs and strategies that one does not come by using 
an approach exclusively focused on skills or exercises.  

When focused on skills, techniques are o?en taught in an isolated manner because the 
exercises do not require the athletes to think about how accurate the technique is 
considering the game situa;on.  

Is it undoubtedly by adop;ng a training approach focused on the game that we will best 
develop game geniuses, especially with beach-volley where the condi;ons and the 
environment can change from one minute to another and where the ability to adapt has 
a tremendous impact on success.
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Phase 4 : SERVE 
The serve is the only moment when the player has the en;re control on the point, it is in 
his hand the ball starts its trajectory. 

Teams who apply strong pressure on their opponents when serving generate more 
occasions of scoring and therefore have more success than on easy serve.  

It is the reason why a considerable amount of ;me should be allowed to developing the 
serve. 

Make sure to prac;ce the serve in varying wind condi;ons, and when the wind blows on 
the court from different direc;ons. 
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personalities of the shooting : Pôle Espoir Montpellier
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Staff Sportif

Staff Medical
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